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Ttem 92-1 :,The lest issue of The '7anadian Philatelist was Vol. VII No. 2 dated 10 September 1991.rils is the first issre for 1.99A commencine with item number 92-1.
Item 92-2 : The financial report as of '11 December 1 991 for the CAS as sa1z-itt , e by NTelson
Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS is attached as Annex "A". The bank balance as of 31 December
1991 is $557.86 and the balance in the Savings Account is 1'2,725.77.
Ttem 92-3 : A summery or the CAS membership as of

6

Tool;?, Secretary or the CAS, is attached as Annex "5"
1 11 0.

1992, as submitted by Ritch
(3 pages). The total members hip iS

February

item-92'-4 F-TTLA=PCN'91 was a most interesting event. Data on the Canadians who received
awards and other events at PHILIIN7PPr'Ni91 ere attached as Annex"C" naees rem The Canadian Stamp News, 1 by Melott and ' 1 by Otto Hornung who diseusses the problem of lost material at an international or world FTP w,xbibition).

Item 92- 4 : Attached as Annex "D" (4 pages) is a yet to be published column of Aerophilately
To-day in Stamp Collector newspaper. In this column I provide more data about PHILANIPP0N 1 91
and the many stamp exhibitions in Canada and the USA that will be of interest to CAS members,

Item 92-6 : The first stamp exhibition of particular interest is Canada 1 92, the 11th World

e

Philatelic Youth "Sxhibition, to be held in Yontral, Qu bec, 25 to 29 March 1992, at the
Palais des eongre, 201 Viger Avenue West, Montreal, quebec, H2Y IX?. The CAS will have a
table from which members are recuested to help promote the CAS among the Youth attending the
Exhibition. Please contact President Pat Sloan to make arrangements to help during the rive
cleys orthe exhibition. Pat, Nelson, and Dick will be there passing out data and 9011VCIArS
from the Snowbirds and the National Aviation Museum in Ottawa. Preliminary data sent out by
C,=nadA 1 92 are attached asAnnex "7," (6 rages) and eleo a "Cpeeial Preview" ineert.
Item 92- 7 : nPt°74'92 will be held as usual in the excellent facilities of the PA Centre,
May 1992. PPL Sloan and Dick ma'ott will
Pivereide Drive South, Ottawa, Ontario, from 1 to
eway
from
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that
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and
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It s m 92- Q : The PCv\Li92 'onvention will be held af lhe 'lest 7deeeton Mell ie Edmonton
Albert
ee, Pi3C Diree+er
Prom 5 to 7 June 1)92. A copy of the personal invitation from veith P. Sy
enclesed as
"G". A meeting o" the '71.° will be held Coerine
and Convertien Co-Ordinator
peoeramme
will
Presented on Canadian air mail
this exhibition and an eeronhilateThe
to etfendi.
mesor.7.
flieht eovers.
',elott will

Item 92-9 ; AEFOP7ILAT77Y 1 92 will be held in the O'Hare 77xpo Center, Roseeoet, Illinois, 7.1°.A,
from 20 October to 1 November 1992. If you are interestedin aerophilatelyor aetrophilatelv
- .Data re enclosed as Annex "H" (" pages).
You must not miss th s gathering of the cla h
i

all the above
_letelte events. An award will be
Tterl 92-1n : The CAS will he °resent
available for tkle aerophilatelistiastroehilatelist who is deemed. by the judges as the one
achever!ent in the exhibitLon of a,,,,ropblately .Sr, astroilate77.

Item 92 11: The GAS has had the honour of nresentin in the last 6 mmonths six .weird; to
distirrn -l.shed sero -2bilatelists or oraniz2tions for 4.:neir resnective contribution to aeroCnAlateTy or asfronbilately. Acopy of the citations and An some instances acknoledgement
72:rs 7eatrice pachmarn of S, 1t7pr_
2' th a nks a re attachd ,,As Annex "T". Those recop7nized r, re
land, astronhilatplit and 7TP Com7ission leader; Captain Francisco Lemos Da. Silveira. n'
Portegal, President of the FTP Commiss io n for Aeropbilately; Mr. Nelson Eustis of Aus+ralia;
Society; Yr. 7/,1_111a7. 7. TOPninZ, FRPSL of Vancouver,BC: and the
The Jananese
-

late 7arold Lloyd Bann ,-,-e' or Vancouver, PC, who dieid 2 November 1991,A nnex HI., (9

as ).

Item 92-12 : Member Murray Heifetz, the Canadian delegate to the Fl? Commission 'or Aero philately, submitted a letter dated 9 January 1.991 concerning three Canadian aerophiletelir
items. Please refer to Annex "J". If you can assist Murray in his quest please do.sn. (3 pages
It em 92-1G: My article in tht Canadian Stamp News dated IC March 1992, "Aerogramme going
the way of the airmail stamps?". Data on recent aerogrammes and balloon souvenir envelones
are presented in Annex "K" ( 2 PL;eq ).
Item 92-1 4 : The 02;3 is planning to erepere a special ' 7 5th Canadian Confederation cover
to be rloqn by the Snowbirde on 1 July 1992. Approval '-p-1 the Snowbirds has been obtained
to use their logo and to have the envelopes flown. '%re, are also hoping to have some covers
flown by Canadian gliders out West We are also asking Air Canada to allow us to nreee.re
some souvenir envelopes to be flown on their inaugural flight from Canada to Berlin, Germany
later this summer. we are awaiting the Pull details nr this new route, either from Montreal
or Toronto.Tioperully we can obtain flown covers "rom Perlin to Canada.

Item 92-1 : A new inventory list or available flown covers i being nrepared and wili be
sent out when available to ell AS members. Gertein items can be listed now:

6 August ( atom bomb dropped on Hiroshimo) and 7 December ( Attack on
Pearl Farbour, raii ) 1991, autographed by Brigadier General Peul T mibbets, pilot
o the "Mole Gay", the B-29 floiel to attack Firoehima. A B-29 card was not available from ,
the 7QAF Aviation Museum in Dayton, Ohio, so a P.-17G card wa s used, why T de not know. ?owever the signature or this historic aviator As authentic.
Value 1*.
0.G0 Canedian
a) A post card dated

b) A set of 3 autographed flown envelopes by VP/415 Squadron from (TR Greenwood, 7ove Seetie
in may, June, and July 1931 re the final flights of Argus aircraft. Value 1.:20.00 Canadian
c) Set of six souvenir envelopes from CFB Shearwater, N.S. for air shows or the years
1984, 1987, 1989, 1 989, 1990, and 1991. The envelopes are P mixture of size 8 and size
10, with attractive cachets, printed, and aviation stamps. Value *20.00 Cenadian
the set o" ixs. The organizers are trying to locate covers from the years ',SI, 1 99,
and 1986. This year, 1992, an anniversary flown cover is planned for the 10th year 04'
issuine those attractive covers.
Value,*2C.G0 Canadian.
d) To observe the flight or Dr. Foberta Bonder in Shuttle Discovery 1 ML-1 1.00 covers
were eancelled on the day of lirt-off, 22 Jan 92, and the day of landing, 29 Jan 92
in Ottawa. The National Pesearch Council prefers that individual collectors write in
or autographs of the astronauts, so anyone who wishes to buy 1 or 2 of these covers
at F, 10.00 each may co so and with the rovers receive the mailing , address to apely 'or
a sirneture of Dr. Ponder and her beck-up support, Astronaut Nen Yoney.There should
also be a decal and a brochure. Dr. Ponder may well he the visitina, Astronaut. t',0 Canada , 92 on Sunday 7e Mar c.h 1992, Theme: Space Day. The latest schedule as nubliehed
in LinnIs Stamp News, 2 March 1992, Is attached a Annex "L" (
nages
for the
schedule and 1 or Xerox conies of the Tibbets card and the Canadian souvenir Astroneut cover.

Item 92 -16 Some Hata and booklets or the Canadian 'Jar MUSPUM, the Canadian Museum Of rjvilization, and the Friends or the Canadian War Museum will be enclosed for your information and
retention. Any replies concerning any of the enclosed may be addressed to 16 Ferwi_rk Creseent,
renean, Ontario, K2F 5P1, caned:a.
Item 92-17 : If :anyone has some data that they wished publAsded in The Canadian Aerophiletelist please send it to me
ineleenn in the next iesne, for Tate vne or early July 1992.
Until. then - Cheerio!.
( p.y.
"alott ) 7 .P.P.S.C. V/Preeident CAS Fditor The nee. Ae
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Siviss choose to leave frames blank at Philanippon '91
By OTTO HtENUNG

Philatelists in many countries were looking forward
to the World Stamp Exhibition Philanippon '91 held in
Tokyo from November 16 to 24, 1991 with great hopes
and expectations. This is not surprising. While in 1990
there were two full scale Internationals in London and
in Auckland, Philanippon '91 was the only large International Stamp Exhibition of 1991, and it came 14
months after the exhibition in New Zealand — a long
gap for collectors interested in competing on top world
level.
There were about 3,750 frames available and, naturally, the demand for frames by far exceeded the limit.
Therefore, the exhibition organizers had the unenviable task of selecting from the applications, and turning down quite a number of good collections. This is not
unusual nowadays. While there were in the past Internationals with up to 10,000 frames, it has been found
that this is far too big and difficult for a jury to cope
with, and also some-exhibits, which were not really up
to standard, slipped through.
Naturally, with such a high class exhibition the Jury
had a difficult job to differentiate and give the right

awards. Due to the high standard of the exhibits the
number of top awards was also a bit higher than at recent Internationals. R.K. Malott's report in the last
issue of CSN lists the international and Canadian winners. ,
There were not all that many Canadian exhibits on
show, but the awiirds they collected were substantial.
As always, all sorts of things hippened in and around
the exhibition. Thi show was held in two large halls in
the fairgrounds near Tokyo pork The larger hall, looking like an oversized Nissen hut, held most of the exhibits. There was ample space, seating facilities and
wide gangways, but not very many visitors. The lighting of the collecti•dliave been better and the

they checked the exhibit before mounting the stamp
was still there, but it was no longer on the sheet in the
frame. It probably slipped out of its Hawid strip, but
was not found. This was an unfortunate case, and I
have not heard of other losses. I understand the organizers accepted full responsibility for the loss of the
Czech stamp.

'

forgot his briefcase in a taxi, but it did not contain
anything of value, just some papers and customs
forms. The briefcase was also returned the next day.
No only are Tokyo taxi drivers honest., you can easily
ers

keep a record with whom you have travelled. Every
taxi is obliged to have a machine which prints a receipt

for you, like in a supermarket. On this receipt

Prince Yoshihito at the opening of Philanippon (above). The Philanippon mascot
(below).

is, natu

rally, the number and details of the cab, so that you can
find it.
As I have mentioned one of the dealers, I might just
as well tell you that there were in the other buildint
the exhibition Post Office (not half as busy as I hay(
seen at other exhibitions), the Court of Honour with at
exhibit of Queen Elizabeth II and upstairs two larg
trade halls with about 120 stands of dealers and Post.
Administrations, (actually 48 Post Office stands and 7:t
dealers, of which 33 were Japanese). Although 11 firrn,
from Britain had taken stands. There were also 11
dealers from the USA, two from Canada, one from Aus
tralia and a sprinkling of dealers from other European
countries.
I cannot say anything about the Japanese dealers
but I think they did quite well as they know their mar
ket. The foreign dealers were not happy at all. From
what I heard some of them might not even have coy
ered their expenses, and the ones who did had to work

very hard.
The problem was that during the first half of the ex
were very few people coming to the show
Only towards the end of Philanippon 91 did business

hibition there

pick up. The reason was very simple. I was told that
the Exhibition was short of funds and as a result the ir
publicity was practically non-existent. Only when a
furniture exhibition opened in the six remaining hall ,

the fairground did more people come to the shos
to

frame of an ex it bore a number, and one had to
search for the collections one wanted to see. A number

of frames, where exhibits had not arrived, were left
empty. Somebody told me that most of these empty
spaces were due tithe Swiss Commissioner refusing to
go to Thkyo, as some Swiss collections had been turned
down. Thus, only a few Swiss exhibits turned up, individually taken by exhibitors.
At least one serious loss was pointed out to me. In the
collection of the Dutch philatelist Hans Klein, who was
showing Czechoslovakia, one of the two 4 Crown green
Austrian stamps on granite appear with overprint
"POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919" had disappeared.

lost envelope was returned. The poor woman was so
upset that it took her three days to recover.
There was another such case. One of the British deal-

t e urniture s ow, who a so came •

ave a oo

stamps.
The only real publicity exercise

A near disaster was avoided, though. The Turkish
Commissioner took the exhibits which he had brought
from Istanbul on the day before opening to the show.
He left behind one envelope with 16 sheets from an important postal stationery exhibit, because it contained
a double sized sheet and did not fit into his bag. His
wife came later in the morning to the show and
brought this envelope. When she paid the taxi driver,

was on the first day
when His Imperial Highness Prince Yoshihito Hi
tachim the brother of the Emperor, came with his wife
princess Hanako to open the exhibition. The press and

The Prince also came t(
the Palmares Banquet, but he did not stay for the pre
sentation of the awards.
After the exhibition I asked about the attendance arc.
was told that 70,000 people had come to Philanippon
television were there.in force.

she forgot the envelope on the back seat of the cab. By '91. This was rather surprising, as in my estimate not
the time she realized it, the taxi had disappeared. more than about 2,000 to 3,000 could have come during
Only about 10 copies of this stamp are known, and it is Fortunately 'Ilikyo taxi drivers are very honest. After a the first 4 days, but the numbers could have picked ui
cataloged in Michel at DM 35,000 ($27,000)! The Dutch few frantic telephone calls the taxi companies were
Continued on page Id
Commissioner was very upset. He told me that when alerted and in the afternoon of the very same day the

Swiss leave frames blank..
Continued from page 11
later. Still, even 70,000 is a dismal figure for a
metropolis like Tokyo with a population of about
11 million. In addition there are other large
cities nearby, like Yokohama, and Osake with
another 8 million people, is only a one hour
flight away. This obviously is the result of lack of
publicity.
It is a great pity. Philanippon '91 was a very

There were several important points on the
agenda. Libya, which had lost its membership
due to non-payment of subscriptions, had paid
up and was re-admitted.

Philately. It lasted two days and out of well over
60 member countries almost all were present.

The 61st HP Congress will be held in Granada,
Spain in early May 1992.0

Another important point was the election of
new members of the FIP Board. Patrick Pearson
from the United Kingdom, who was standing for
election as one of the three Vice-Presidents, won
good exhibition and could have done a lot for the with 28 votes against 23 for Alvarez from. Costa
promotion of philately in Japan, and also in en- Rica with five abstentions. •3•-• 4hancing the standing of Japanese philately in F. Arenas from Spain was elected as Board
the world. I don't think the executive comm ittee member with 34 votes, comfortably winning over
led b Yoshio Watanabe can shirk responsibility two other candidates. S. 'Wyss from Turkey rePhilaniPpoirill was a ceived b 4.iieliablitrignagairiVzsaiand
very good exhibition and well worth visiting, de- received two votes.
It was also decided to hold an FIP Congress in
spite the shortcomings.
Philanippon '91 was followed by the 60th the future (after 1993) every second year instead
Congress of FIP the International Federation of of annually and to revise the subscription rates.

of

PhilaNippon theft a black mark on show

Security an important part of international exhibition
By 01'1'0 HORNUNG
I think this is a question everyone who plans to stage a
stamp exhibition, be it a local show, national or
international should ask themselves before starting. Of
course it is important to find a suitable hall, good
exhibition frames, form a responsible mounting team and
all the rest, but the organizers should never forget that
while promoting philately, they are really first and
foremost expected to look after three groups of people —
exhibitors, dealers and visitors. I leave it to our readers to
decide who takes first place, but these people make a
show.
Can you imagine a big International without exhibitors
and dealers? It would be a flop, the official exhibits, the
Post Office displays, would probably attract only a small
number of visitors, their interest would be disregarded,
and the show would never make ends meet. If the dealers
are absent, or only a small number come, this also
detracts from the importance of the show, because visitors
want not only to see stamps, they also want to buy them.
Without good competitive exhibits, again, the show loses
on excitement, attraction and interest. So, you need all of
them, exhibitors, dealers and visitors.
Unfortunately, I remember some exhibitions where the
organizers had forgotten who is number one or have paid
little attention to their interests. It goes back 17 years,
and that is a long time, when he ARPHILA 75
International was held in Paris. That was a show I shall
never forget. It was staged in the imposing Grand Palais
at the bottom end of the Champs Elysees from June 6 to
16.
The weather was beautiful. in fact, it was too good. It
was hot, and the sun was beating down on the glass roof
of the Grand Palais. From the early morning, the
temperature kept rising till it became hot. The heat was
stifling and what it did to the exhibited stamps was
disastrous. Stamps were curling on their sheets, large
mint blocks were splitting until at the bottom of the sheet,
there were pathetic little heaps of individual curls. The
organizers were desperate. They brought in yellow plastic
sheets and hung them over frames exposed to the sunlight
and in the end they came with water hoses and sprinkled
the floor. This, of course, made things even worse and
created a hothouse atmosphere. The loss of material was
huge and I understand that legal actions and claims
proceeded for years thereafter.
The French learned their lesson and so did other
exhibitions. Fortunately there was no such other incident,
but sunlight is not the only threat to a show.
Another basic matter — security — is of major
importance. The value of stamps at an International show
has become truly astronomic. There are two basic areas
where security of the highest level is vital — the trade
stands and the exhibits on display. The dealers are in a
better position, because they are there, on the spot, they
look after their goods in their own interest. Nevertheless,
some losses can still occur.
The exhibitors are in a different situation. Only a very
small percentage of them come to an international,
especially if they have sent their collections from abroad,
and even then they cannot stand for days on end in front
of their frames to guard them. That is a job entirely in the
hands of the organizers, from the moment when the

exhibit is handed over till it is returned to the owner or
the national commissioner.
The most dangerous period, of course, is the time when
the exhibits are mounted before the show, and when they
are taken down. Everything has to be well organized,
reliable people have to check every collection, the
mounting teams have to be properly instructed and
trustworthy, and no outside people should be allowed in
the halls during the mounting and dismounting. Still,
things do go wrong sometimes, and this is, of course, is
entirely the responsibility of the
organizers.
I am telling you all those things,
which I am sure you know, just to
establish the principles before coming
to the point I want to make. CSN
carried several reports about the

searched, but the stamp was not found.
Crandel wrote in his report "I reported to the gentlemen
who took receipt of the exhibits. They referred me to the
Committee. I was sent from one authority to another but
no-one had an answer to this problem. All of a sudden
they did no longer understand my English sufficiently.
Regularly, almost on a daily basis, I spoke about this
problem with Yoshio Watanabe, chairman of the executive
committee, without ever getting a satisfying answer.
When the exhibit pages were returned to me after the
exhibition closed I did not sign for receipt
and again contacted the Organizing
Committee. To my great astonishment
these gentlemen told me that the fact that
a stamp was missing had been noted by
the gentlemen who were in charge of
receiving the exhibits. They had applied a
red sticker on the formula (stamp
missing)."
Crandel reminded them that it was he
who had discovered that the stamp was
missing. The gentleman who had received
the collection
Arai) was very surprised
and said that he had signed the receipt and
that the exhibit had been complete.
Nevertheless, the organizing committee
insisted that the stamp was not there
when the exhibit was accepted. Very
disturbing, isn't it? But that is not all.
Klein did not visit Tokyo. When the exhibit was
returned to him he did not check it immediately. His wife
was not well and he was so upset that he could not bear to
look at it. When he finally did check his collection he
discovered to his horror that one more rare stamp had
disappeared. It was the spectacular overprinting error 50
on the rose-red 50 postage due of 1927, of which maybe 20
copies or so are known. This stamp is catalogued by
Stanley Gibbons under No. 0280a and valued at I:4,000
and is in Michel No. 51, value DM 40,000.
I have obtained from Klein photographs of the two
missing stamps and they are illustrated with this article.
The 4 Kronen is taken from the expert certificate, so the

(r.

The stolen (or misplaced?) stamps
PHILANIPPON 91 International last November in Tokyo.
In one report I did I mentioned that a rare Czechoslovak
stamp had disappeared from the exhibit ofJ.L. Klein from
the Netherlands, and that the organizers had accepted
responsibility. I have now had more information, some
very disturbing details and it appears that I was mistaken
about the question of responsibility.
I have seen the report of the Dutch Commissioner Leo
MA Crandel about the loss of the 4 Kronen of Austria
with overprint "POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919" on
granite paper, and I remember what he told me in Tokyo.
Klein's exhibit was the first he handed to the organizers
on November 15, the day before the opening. He sat by
the trestle table while a group of three gentlemen checked
the exhibit sheet by sheet, nothing was missing. A little
later he went to check the mounted collection and the
stamp was gone. He reported it to the organizers, they
alerted the mounting team, brought out the box with the
eight envelopes from the bin room, everything was

bits of the expert's signature top right and bottom left are
not on the stamp itself.
As you can imagine, the owner is shattered. First of all,

the stamps are very rare and even the copies that are in
private hands are in collections and chances of one
appearing on the market are very slim. Secondly, there is
the value. Klein had offers of 50,000-60,000 Deutsche
Marks for these items. It is possible that one of the other
stamps will appear on the market, so please keep your
eyes open. On the other hand, the circumstances of these
losses are so suspicious that it is possible that the stamps
have disappeared into a private collection or have been
swept away with rubbish.
The most disturbing thing about this case is the cavalier
attitude of the exhibition organizers, particularly
Watanabe. I must correct Crandel, though. Not only was
Watanabe chairman of the executive committee, but he
was also chairman of the management committee,
member of the organizing committee and a member of the
jury. As a jury member he must have been very busy right

Continued on page 24
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continued from page 23

from the beginning, even before the show opened on Nov. 16. How
then could he have kept a proper control of all things? We all know
how many problems can arise at a major stamp show, let alone an
international, and especially on the first day when the jury is at
work.
I cannot resist a comparison. The late Leon Rapkin was chief
executive of Stamp World London 90 and, naturally, was sitting in
when other Committees met, if he had time, but he was not a jury
member. Richard Armstrong was president and executive officer of
New Zealand 1990, but he was not a jury member. The same
situation was at PHILEXFRANCE 89. I have not checked all
previous Internationals, and it is possible that there was such a
duplication of functions, but it is clear that if the man who is
running the show is also doing jury work, he cannot do his main job
properly. This is obvious and should be borne in mind for future
shows.
All this, of course, is of little comfort to Klein. It is a great pity
that he did not check his exhibit immediately when it was returned
to him. It is even more important that the Dutch commissioner
should have checked all the exhibits returned to him by the
organizers, in particular, the Czechoslovak collection. Also, the
organizers should have insisted, in their own interest, in checking
this collection, but preferably all returned exhibits, because if there
is one loss, more could have occurred somewhere in the process.
True, when an exhibition closes there is a great rush to collect
exhibits, because 'commissioners and collectors, who brought their
exhibits personally, are in a hurry, have to catch flights and
generally there are lots of people milling around. Still, this control
is just as important as when collections are handed in, and in
future exhibitions this final check should be made obligatory, the
same as commissioners should insist that owners go through their
collections page by page when they take them home.
I asked Klein whether the Dutch commissioner had made this
check in Tokyo, but he does not know. In his report, Crandel does
not mention it, but it is clear that if Crandel had checked it and
found a second stamp missing, he would have raised hell in Iblcyo
and reported it to Klein. If he did not check the collection this was a
serious mistake. So, the 'Ibkyo organizers are off the hook in respect
of loss No.2 and Klein cannot blame them for it. This is now a
matter between the owner, the commissioner and the insurance
company.
And this takes me back to where I started. The organizers of an
exhibition have a great responsibility. They must always look after
the interests and protect the people who make the show possiblen
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STAM2 COLLZC70P1 AEPOPHILATFLY TO-DAY by PK Y,alott

It

After three months -.Lsence from provit:].n a column for Aerophilately To-Day I an
pleased to present my column for 1992. My two week trip to Japan in late November to attend
PHILANIPPON 1 91 as the Canadian Commissioner, a bout with the flu for three weeks, and a change
of xecutive Editors at Stamp Collector effected my productivity and the printing of Aeronhilately To-Day. Two columns prepared on the airmail exhibitors at the two 1990

world

stamp exhibitions - London World Stamp Show and New Zealand 90 - were delayed for some time
and our new Executive aiitor , Ken neth A. Palke, felt that a listing of all the air mail and
astrophilately exhibitors with the description of the exhibit and the allocated award would
not serve too great a purpose. I agreed Anyone who would like to know who exhibited what
at World Stamp Show 90 in London, New Zealand 90, and PHILA7IFFON 1 91 and what ay,:ards were
allocated to these aerophilateli sts and astropbilatelists are invited to contact me and T' 11
be pleased to send them the data. However since PHILANTPPON 1 91 was the only World 7' Philatelic Exhibition in 1991 I would like to provide a summary of aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic awards and news.
PHILA7I??2N 1 91 was held in Tokyo, Japan from 16 - 24 November 1991 in the Tokyo Faruni
International Trade Center, Tokyo, Japan under the patronage of the 7 .T.P. It was an excellent
philatelic exhibit-ion and all who attended were fortunate to have done so. There wets 2 aerophilatelic exhibits in the Championship Class that were not in the regular competition Leonid Melnikov's U.S.S.R. Air Mail of the U.S.S.R., and P.ichard

Malott's Canadian Pioneer

and Semi-Official Flown air Mail eovers 1348 - 1914, of Canada. This was the last time tht-,
the latter collection could be exhibited after 5 years of competition. It is to be placed in
an auction on 18 March 1992 at CharlesG. Firby, 6695 Hi g hland Road, Waterford, Michigan, 43 -A27,
USA. After

years o' developing this collection it is hard to say Food-by to so many old

aeronhilatelic friends. Some will stay with r1v. other collection of Canadian interrupted (crash)
covers, I will be discussing crash covers in rreater detail in a future column as this area
of aerouhilately has suddenly become a very popular subject to collect through research
There were '32 aerophilatelic and 4 astrophilatelic exhibits judged at 17 171ANTP7ON 1 01.
awards were : Larce Gold
Small Cold
La rEee Vermeil

5
11 * 2 Special Prizes

11D...7A 1

Vermeil

5

Large Silver

1

Silver

2

Silver Bronze

1

Bronze

0
•

For astrophilately there was 1 large vermeil, 2 vermeil ) -and 1 large silver awards. In
the Youth category there were 5 entries for aerophilately subjects and the awards were 2
large silver, 1 silver, and 2 silver bronze. It is encouraging to see that there are some
young neople interested in collecting aerophilately and exhibiting in the international
sphere. It will be interesting to see how many youth exhibits will be on aerophilately and
astrophilately at the International FIP Youth EXhibition in Montreal, quebec, 25 - 29 ' ar c h
1992, - CANADA 92.The Chief of the Aerophilatelic and Astrophilatelic Jury was Roland Kohl,
the renowned President of the Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilatelioves
from Zurich, Switzerland. There were several special prizes awarded including two from the
Canadian Aerophilatelic SoCiety (CAS) for aerophilatelists for achievement in exhibiting.
Unfortunately the executive of FFILANIPPON' 91 has not released a complete awards list yet
and thus the CAS has been unable to send the engraved plague with the winners name to the
appropriate recipient. According to the new FIP rules the nuldLer of points awarded to each
exhibit is to be made known through the PALMARES distributed at the awards dinner (The PAZ=
MARES). This was not done and thus a separate data sheet will have to be sent out to the
respective commissioners for distribution to their applicable exhibitors. It is a great
benefit to the individual exhibitor to receive the points allocated tohis/hers exhibit for
one will learn just how close the exhibit is to the next level of award. What next is required is a summary of the points for the different ares of criteria - Traetment (20),
Importance (10), Knowledge (25), Research (10), Condition (10), Rarity (20), and Presentation
(5) for a total of 100 points. If exhibitors are to continue making the expensive effort to
exhibit in these world international philatelic exhibitions they must know how well they are
eolng, and where they should be making an effort to impr-we.
The demand for exhibition space continues to grow and for the next international wor17 1.
philatelic exhibition at Grenada, Spain "GRANADA 1 92", 17 - 26 April 1992, all exhibit°

3
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are restricted to 5 frames only of 16 pages per frame. This will cause a lot of heart ache to

those accustomed to exhibiting 8 frames. The hard truth will be that each exhibitor will have
to make the selection of the most significant material in the subject to be shown. The judges
expect the exhibitor to select the most significant material in the collection to tell the story
the exhibitor wishes to tell. It will be a challenge but the mateial shown will be the best.
The Aerophilatelic Commission of the FIP and also the Astrophilatelic Commission of the
FIP held thrie respective annual meetings during PHILANTPPON'91 to discuss desired changes in
the rules of judging at future FIP exhibitions, to welcome new national members, and to present reports. Mr. Pierre Saulgrain, Vice/President of the AerOphilatelic Commission of the FTP,
conducted the meeting on behalf of the President, Captain Frank Lemos da Silveira, who was unable to attend the meeting. Mrs. Beatrice Bachmann of Thalwil, Switzerland, President o' the
Astrophilatelic Commission of the FIr was present to lead her Commission that later was annrov-d
by the 60th Congress of the FIP to be a separate FIP Commission. Astrophilately has made great
progress in the last few years on the international scene, particularly due to the drive and
enthusiasm of Beatrice Bachmann. The CAS presented to three outstanding commission members the
CAS plaque for "Contribution to Aerophilately/Astrophilately" during the Commission meetings.
CAS plaques were presented to Nelson EUstis of Australia, Captain Frank Lemos da Silveira of
Portugal, and Beatrice Bachmann of Switzerland. These three outstanding aerophilatelists and
astrophilatelist deserve the thanks of all interested in these areas of philately ror the work
that they have done on our behalf.
Although there will be aerophilatelic exhibits in the FIP World Philatelic Exhibition at
Granada, Spain, rmkNADA'92", 17 - 26 April 1992, the most important aerophilatelic event in
1992 will be AEPOPFILAT7LY 1992 in Chicago, Illinois, 30 October - November 1992. It will he
a national all-airmail exhibition with international participation to be held in the O'Hara
Fxpo Center in Rosemont, Illinois. This special version of CHICAGOPEX has been sanctioned by
the International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies (FTSk), which will holdits annual
- 1992 will attract aerophilatelists and aero and
congress during the exhibition.- AEPOPF:ILAT aY
astro exhibits Prom around the world. The APS has authorized the grand winner to he elii1 ,1e
for the APS World Series of Philately competition. In addition to the 1992 annual convention
of the American Air Mail Society (AAXS) to be held at 1E7077ILATLY 1992, at least 5 other
14
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aerophilatelic groups will meet - the American TopicalAssociation space 1;nit, the AeronbiAatelic Federation or the Anericas (AFA), the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS'), the Jack
Knight Air Vail Society (JKANS), and the Chicago Air Nail Society. Special speakers will inelevia
Pon S. Davies of the Smithsonian Air and Space Mliseum, Alex Newall of wISA prom Great Britain,
and Nelson Eustis or Australia. The annual CHICAGOPEX awards dinner will be held on Saturday
evening, 31 October 1992. There will be many other interesting activities and events at this
gathering of aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists. Plan to attend. For further details please
contact Stephen Neulander, Aerophilatay 1992, P.O. Box 25, Deerfield, Illinois, 60015, USA.
Canadians are very proud of the contribution of Dr. Roberta Bondar who was a cre•,+ mFyller or
the latest shuttle Pli7ht DTSOWFPY 11S-1 which blasted ore on 22 January and returnee to earth
on 29 January 1992. In tribute to Astronaut roberta Bondar and her Canadian back-up slmnort

Astronaut Fen Mbney, the CAS has prepared a suitable envelope with ,L2;4 postsz;A and t,:o c7ncellation dates - 22 and 29 January 1992. These envelopes are available at $10.00 each along
with instructions as to where to write to obtain the signatures of these two Canadian astro-

nauts, Canadian Space authorities will accept only two envelopes per collector Por signature
of their astronauts since they realize the commercial value of such autographed envelope".
The Canadian administrators of this plan do not realize the popularity of such autograohed
envelopes and thus instead o' dealinr with only one organization , like the CAS, they ..-117
have the problem or dealing with a large number of individual collectors. IP requested the
Space Agency may have a decal to s end tc each collector who sends in one or two envelopes "or
a sivnature.
It is time to cone in 'or a 2Pndinc and let you go on to other activities,T111 he hank
soon with more inPormation on AEPOPHTLg7LY
fo.7 ialott )
13 7 -bruary 1-2'0?

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate4land Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

4:DDI'lliRACIEVErr3C0/4

AW A RD

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO : L EAT rz 3C C E BA CHMAN NI
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
11 .22i."1" I ON

1

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Beatrice Bachmann in recognition of her significant
contributions to Aerophilately and particularly to Astrophilately.
Her enthusiastic efforts in exhibiting, writing, and promoting
Astrophilately have played an important part in establishing the
status which Astrophilately enjoys today. Mrs. Bachmann is Leader
of the Astrophilately Section of the FIP Commission for Aerophilately. In presenting this award the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society wishes to express to Mrs. Bachmann the appreciation of all
Aerophilatelists for her devoted service on our behalf.

W/C E.
Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate4 , and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

c4cavirR I 1113 T I O N P ARE)
This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO: FRANCISCO LEMOS DA SILVEIRA
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991

rrpirr I

ON

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Francisco Lemos da Silveira in recognition of his long and
distinguished service to Aerophilately. As Chairman of the Aerophilately Commission of the International Philatelic Federation
(FIE.) for many years he has played a very significant role in
establishing the position which Aerophilately now holds in international Philately. As a collector, writer, and international judge
he has willingly helped collectors and exhibitors throughout the
world. The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, in presenting this
award, wishes to express to Frank, on behalf of all Aerophilatelists, our gratitude and appreciation for his many years of dedicated service on our behalf.

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

Annex "I-4"

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Picric address reply to:

CONTR. I BUT I ON AWA.R.ID

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO

NEL. SON E U STIS

PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
C I T A T I ON

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Mr. Nelson Eustis in recognition of his many years of
devoted service to Aerophilately. His Australian Air Mail Catalogue, first published in 1937, is now in its fifth edition, and
remains the basic reference work on Australian Air Mail history. As
a writer, collector, and exhibitor Nelson has achieved international recognition. He serves on the FIP Commission on Aerophilately and on the FISA Board of Directors. In presenting this award
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to express to Mr. Eustis
the gratitude of all Aerophilatelists for his many contributions to
Aerophilately.

0050r
5
W/C
. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

CONTR. I BUT ION AWARD

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.

PRESENTATION TO : JAPANESE AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
CITATION

In the presentation of this plaque the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to
acknowledge the work of the Japanese Aerophilatelic Society in promoting aerophilately, astrophilately, and international friendship on the occasion of PHILANIPPON
1 91, 16 - 24 November 1991,

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

GONTR ISUPI ON PAW A.R. ID

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO: ToN7 ILL I .A14

111 OPPING

April 1992
T A T I <DN.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Mr. William E. Topping in recognition of his many contributions to Philately and Aerophilately. Mr. Topping has served
in various capacities in a number of Philatelic organizations. He
is a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of London, a long-time
member of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, a Past President
of the British Columbia Philatelic Society, and a "Distinguished
Philatelist" of the Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs. In collaboration with Mr. Lloyd Banner, he has completed a comprehensive
study of the Semi-Official and Official airmails of British
Columbia and the Yukon. In presenting this award the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to express our gratitude to Mr. Topping
for his contributions to our hobby.

L)
W/
P. Sloan , CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 April 1992

"

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

ccasi ir Ft I BUT I ON 22i.T4 A F2 E)
This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION IN MEMORY OF : H a m- c) 1 c1. I, 1 c, ya B a. ra.
April 1992
TAT I C'.)

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to make this award
in memory of Mr. Harold Lloyd Banner in recognition of his contributions to Aerophilately. Lloyd, as he was known to his friends,
was an avid philatelist whose special interest was in the pioneer
airlines of Canada and in the semi-official stamps they issued and
the mail they carried. He made significant contributions to the
Canadian section on the American Air Mail Catalogue. In June 1962,
he produced a booklet on Yukon Airways, his favorite company, and,
in collaboration with William Topping, he completed a comprehensive
study of the Semi-official and Official airmails of British
Columbia and the Yukon. In recognition of these contributions the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society had approved this award to Mr.
Banner in 1991. It was with great sadness that we learned of his
death on November 2, 1991, before the opportunity arose to make
this award in gratitude for his pioneering work in Canadian
Aerophilately.

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 April 1992
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Aerogranune...

continued from page 18

Anyone interested in obtaining examples of these three items, including a first day cancellation of
both the 80 cent and 84 cent aerogrammes are invited to contact me at the following address: Major
RK "Dick" Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, CANADA.
On March 18, 1992 in an aerophilatelic auction by Charles Firby of 6695 Highland Road, Waterford, Michigan, 48327, USA will highlight the F.I.P. Championship Pioneer and Semi-Official Air
Mail collection of flown air mails of Canada. This collection that was formed over a 40 year period
and received about 20 small gold and 10 large gold R.I.P awards, the latest and last being at PHILANIPPON '91 in Ibkyo, Japan, contains all the rarities, except four, as listed in the American Air Mail
Catalogue, Volt-me 4, Edition 5. Most of the rarities were located by research and have never been offered for sale before to interested collectors.

"Kite letter The letter sent by "kite" from Goderich to Stratford, Ontario of March 18, 1848 is the first of several
unique items offered to interested collectors. There are also several rare early and more modern
Canadian balloon flights that tie in with this article on Canadian aerogrammes and balloon carried
aerogrammes. The first balloon item is the unique message in black print on a red silk sent on the
winds by search parties looking for the lost Sir John Franklin and his expedition. The message was
released on June 19, 1853 from the British ship "H.M.S. Assistance". The message was found but not
by Sir John. At that date, Sir John Franklin and his crew had died from starvation, the cold, and
lead poisoning from the lead sealing in the canned food. This message is a unique bit of Canadian
history as well as Canadian aerophilately.
Another unique piece of Canadian balloon mail was a message sent by Major R.A. Logan of the
Canadian Air Force and a member of the Canadian Government Arctic Expedition of 1922.
On Aug. 2, 1922, Major Logan released a message addressed to the Secretary of the Air Board, Ottawa, Ontario. The 24 inch balloon was picked up in Greenland and handed over to Danish officials
on Sept. 4, 1922. They eventually sent the message to Ottawa. Major Logan was still alive a few
years ago as he donated his extensive library and records of his work in the Canadian north to the
National Archives of Canada. He was about 93 then and going blind. He kindly gave this item to me
when I was a young officer in the RCAF in the early 1950's. I was the first person in 30 years to contact him on his special duties in the North and he felt that I would be the right person to receive this
balloon message and other early air mail items from the Canadian North. He was a man of many talents. He translated the New Testament into the Cree language for natives.
This balloon message, too, is significant to the Canadian Arctic story. There are also early balloon
race items relating to landings in Canada of American races in the early 1900's. These and other
flown covers are being offered to other aerophilatelists since the collection, after five years in F.I.P.
Competition internationally, is now "hors de combat." A few items have been retained for a Canadian
crash cover collection, such as one of the Peck covers, Katherin Stinson cover, and an Alcock and
Brown cover - all of which were part of interrupted mail, the last two being forced landings.
It will be difficiilt to say good-bye to these hundred or so aerophilatelic friends of so many years association and travelling about the world to F.I.P. exhibitions. May they all find loving new friends. I'll
surely miss them.C1

